
b.) Categorisation of connection is finalised amongst the following
I. Category -I - Domestic Individual - connections inside village panchayat and provided

from the distribution line. (size of connection 1f2"and%")
ii. Category -11 - Multi storied Apartment complex and multi storied buildings.

The following clauses are applicable (size of connection %"and 1")
(a) Apartment complexes (residential or not), falling under the scope of Andhra

Pradesh Apartments (Promotion of construction and ownership) Act 1987, having
two or more floors and total plinth area constructed including common areas is
more than 600 Sq.mt. with multiple owners

(b) Any premises with at least one building having two or more floors and total plinth
area constructed in the premises are not less than 1000 Sq.mt.

iii. Category -Ill - Bulk- Connections with min of 25 KLD and Min size of connection
50mm. (size of connection 2"and more)

iv. Category - IV- Non Domestic (Including commercial and industrial) connections -
Non domestic connections including industrial and commercial which is less than 25
KLD and falls outside the Village gram panchayath. (size of connection W', %"and 1")

v. Category -V-Gracious connections - All Government institutions such as govt
hospitals, govt educational institutions, govt. Hostels, police stations, religious places
and old age homes etc will be provided a halfinch connection free of cost, but the
consumption charges are levied as per their category.

c.) Feasibility of providing connection:
The Format for feasibility as given in annexure-1 - and checks the following:

i. Finalise the size of connection to be provided as requested by the applicant, as per
category and as per availability in the field duly taking into considerations of future
requirements

ii. The main from which the connection is provided weather distribution main or
transmission main. In case of transmission what precautions taken for non
interference of the connection provided in the carrying capacity of the transmission
main. In case a separate improvement line taking into consideration of future demand
in the vicinity has to be laid, the cost of such proposal shall be charged to the
applicant as improvement charges in the connection charges of the applicant.

iii. It is also to be checked weather the connection is given within the Grama Panchayat
boundary or outside.

d.) Connection Charges.
i. Category 1- Domestic Individual - Connection Charges are: for 1f2"- Rs 4,000/- and

for %" Rs, 10,000/- respectively. These charges are collected towards the material
and labour for giving connection, as it is difficult to procure and store the material
such as flow control valve and compression fittings of standards as specified by the
dept, by the village panchayats and also eliminating the possibility of drilling the side
bore for giving connections, due to which the flow control valve will not work and will
have an impact on the neighbourhood connections. The connection charges are
calculated for 6.0m length of connection. If the length of connection is more than 6.0m
the additional cost of which shall also be levied in addition to the said connection
charges. Max length of connection that can be given from distribution line is 30.0m



ii. Category -11 - Multi-storeyed Apartment complex and multi-storeyed building

Category II MSB Size of connection Size of connection-
20mm (3/4") 25mm (1")

Water Supply Connection charges Rs. 1,50,000/- Rs. 2,70,000/-

60 days water consumption charges (rate (34KLlMonth) - (54KLlMonth) -
at min monthly consumption charges) as domestic Rs. 896/- domestic Rs. 1816/-
deposit

Cost of Connection Charges from Rs. 10,000/- Rs.15,OOO/-
distribution line including fixing charges of
meter (Payable to the agency for giving
connection)

Water supply improvement charges (if
required)

*The applicant shall procure the Meter at his own cost from the empanelled list of suppliers.
The connection charges are calculated for 6.0m length of connection. If the length of
connection is more than 6.0m the additional cost of which shall also be levied in addition to
the said connection charges. Max length of connection that can be given from distribution
line is 30.0m

iii. Category-Ill - Bulk - bulk connections are those with min 25KLD and size of
connection 2"or more. These connections are generally not provided on distribution
main. The connection charges are levied based on the agreed qty. Generally 0.5
KLD per residential unit is considered for arriving the demand for residential areas.

The following rate per litre of agreed qty may be levied as connection charges.

Water supply connection for Category - Ill: Rate in Rs. Per Remarks
Bulk Litre of Agreed

Qty.
A. Local bodies, cantonment, government Subject to a min of
institutions sponsored housing schemes with RS.8.00 Rs.3,75,OOO/-
houses less than 600 sft. plinth area.

B. Residential colonies, Gated communities Rs. 10.00 Subject to a rrun of
Rs. 3,75,000/-

C. Others requiring water supply of 25KL per Rs. 15.00 Subject to a min of
day or more Rs. 3,75,000/-

A sample calculation for industrial/commercial bulk connection with 25 KLD as agreed qty is
as shown below:



Bulk Connections
Water supply Connection charges 25 x 1000 x 15 Rs. 3,75,000.00

60 days water consumption charges (rate at 25 x 30 x 150 Rs. 1,12,500.00
agreed Qty) as Deposit

Cost of Connection Charges from main line As per Annexure-1
to consumer premises.

Water supply improvement charges (in case As per Annexure-1
the existing main is insufficient and supply
can met by laying a separate line from trunk
main or from nearby OHSR/OHBR)

Charges for augmentation of source (in case As required
the possibility by laying an additional trunk
main)

*The applicant shall procure the Meter at his own cost from the empanelled list of suppliers.

*for bulk connections where the Monthly demand/consumption exceeds 750 KL the
consumers are required to enter into agreements with the department.

*a min of 60 % of the demand is levied even if the consumer consumes less than 60%. A
higher rate of slab is levied for the Qty consumed more than the agreed Qty.

*Bulk connection to water based industries shall be dealt separately.

iv. Category - IV- Non Domestic (Including commercial and industrial) connections:
The connection charges are as follows:

Category-IV connections Size of Size of Size of
other than domestic and connection- connection- connection-
industrial 15mm (1/2") 20mm (3/4") 25mm (1")

Water supply Connection Rs. 50,000/- Rs. 1,50,000/- Rs. 2,70,000/-
charqes
60 days water consumption (a)commercial: (a)commercial: (a)commercial:
charges (rate at per category RS.1200/- RS.3860/- RS.6660/-
per month as deposit. (b)lndustrial (b) Industrial (b)lndustrial

RS.1500/- Rs.4540/- RS.7740/-
Month Min 15KL Month Min 34KL Month Min 54KL

Cost of Connection Charges Rs.4,OOO/- Rs. 10,000/- Rs. 15,000/-
from distribution line including
fixing of meter. (Payable to the
agency for giving connection)

Water supply improvement
charges (if required)

* All connections other than domestic and industrial shall be categorised as non domestic.

*The applicant shall procure the Meter at his own cost from the empanelled list of suppliers.



*The connection charges are calculated for 6.0m length of connection. If the length of
connection is more than 6.0m the additional cost of which shall also be levied in addition to
the said connection charges. Max length of connection that can be given from distribution
line is 30.0m

*If the connection is to be given on transmission main precaution to be taken and charges to
be levied shall be in the feasibility report.

v. Gracious connections: only "Y2"connection is provided.
The connection charges of Rs. 4000/- towards material and labour charges for providing
connection.

The applicant is intimated through letter of intimation for payment for giving water
supply connection or rejection duly intimating the reasons for inability to provide
connection. The letter of intimation shall also have the terms and conditions as per
annexure -2

Once the applicant has paid the requisite connection charges, connection to be
released by the officer and connection is executed through an agency enrolled with
the organisation under the supervision of the departmental officers. The department
will release the payment to the agency towards connection charges i.e. Rs.4000/- for
'12", 10,0001- for %", 15,000/- for 1" and as estimated in case of bulk connections.

Once the connection is given it is to be intimated to the village panchayat (if the
connections fall under village panchayat for O&M) and for others a unique consumer
account number (CAN) is generated. For bulk connections to the village panchayats
also a CAN no will be generated enabling to raise monthly demand of consumption
charges.

The Consumption charges are as follows:

i. Category 1- Domestic Individual - under the jurisdiction of gram panchayat, Gram
panchayat will fix the tariff.

ii. Category -11 - Multi storied Apartment complex and multi storied building
The connections that are not under the jurisdiction of Gram panchayat the following
charges are levied

1/. MSB category
Slab (in KL per month) Water charges
0-15 Rs. 12/KL
16-30' Rs. 15/KL
31-50 RS.22/KL
51-100 RS.27/KL
101-200 Rs.35/KL
Above 200 entire Quantity RS.40/KL

In case meter is not working, a minimum of 9 KL per flat per month shall be chargeable at the
lowest rate of RS.12/- per KL and thus workout to RS.108/- per month for water charges per
flat.



iii. Category-Ill - Bulk
The following charges for the bulk consumption as recommended in CEs Committee
of RWS & S Dept. held on 22.04.2017 may be followed:

S.No Category of bulk supply consumption charges as
per CEs committee

1. Rural water supply RS.121 KL
2. Nagar Panchayats 1 Municipalities RS.201 KL
3. Municipal corporations RS.251 KL
4. Industries RS.1501 KL
5. Commercial Rs.

*For bulk connections where the Monthly demand/consumption exceeds 750 KL
the consumers are required to enter into agreements with the department.

*A min of 60 % of the demand is levied even if the consumer consumes less than
60%. A higher rate of slab is levied for the Qty consumed more than the agreed Qty.

iv. Category - IV- Non Domestic (Including commercial and industrial) connections
The monthly tariff is as follows

A. Non Domestic (including commercial) category
Slab - KLlMonth Rate/KL

0-15 Rs 40.00
16-100 Rs 70.00
101-200 Rs 100.00
Above 200 (entire Qty) Rs 150.00

B. Industrial Category
KLlMonth Rate/KL
0-15 RS.50
16-100 RS.80
101-200 RS.120
Above200(entire Qty) RS.150

Minimum Tariff per month for non-domestic including Commercial & Industrial
depending on slze of connection is as follows:

Pipe size (in dia) Other than domestic Industrial
'Y211 RS.600.00 RS.750.00
%" Rs. 1,930.00 Rs.2,270.00
1" Rs.3,330.00 Rs.3,870.00

Authority for sanctioning water supply connection based on feasibility

a) 1/2" connection shall be by DEE
b) All commercial and more than1/2" connection shall be by EE
c) All Bulk connections and Industrial connections shall be by SE/CE


